Deloitte Ireland’s M&A Team acts as lead advisor to One51 on the acquisition
of Macro Plastics, Inc for USD$150 million
Dublin – 19 May 2017
Deloitte Ireland’s M&A Team is pleased to announce that it has acted as lead advisor to One Fifty One plc (“One51”
or “the Group”), a leading rigid plastics manufacturer for the packaging, environmental containers and industrial
products sectors. Today One51 announced that it has agreed to acquire the entire share capital of Macro Plastics,
Inc (“Macro”), through its subsidiary IPL Inc. (“IPL”) for a total Enterprise Value of USD$150m.
Macro is the largest manufacturer of rigid plastic bulk bins worldwide and is a market leader in the value-added
rigid plastic bulk packaging solutions to the agricultural and automotive sectors, and operates some of the largest
bulk machines in North America. Headquartered in Fairfield, California, Macro operates three manufacturing
facilities in California, Washington and Kentucky with dedicated design and testing capabilities together with an
established international sales network. It is estimated that Macro’s revenues and pro forma Adjusted EBITDA
for the year ended 31 December 2017 will amount to c. USD$95m and c. USD$19m respectively. Macro also offers
a significant footprint for IPL’s expansion in the strategically important US market and the growing South
American market. Macro’s product portfolio is complementary to IPL’s existing business and is a significant step
in the One51’s strategy to become a leading global player in the rigid plastics market. In particular Macro provides
IPL with a significant presence on the US West Coast, a key growth target of the Group.
The acquisition is being funded through a combination of IPL senior debt facilities and additional equity from
the IPL shareholders. Bank facilities are provided by a syndicate of nine leading financial institutions with National
Bank of Canada, the incumbent lead bank to IPL for over 50 years, acting as lead arranger.

Commenting in the One51 press release, Alan Walsh, Group Chief Executive, said:
“The acquisition of a world class business such as Macro represents a further significant step forward in
One51’s continued growth in the global rigid plastic packaging market. Macro brings exciting opportunities
for One51 and enables us to enter growing market segments in leadership positions and also allows us to
further expand our geographic reach, product portfolio and customer base across the growing North American
market. Furthermore, the combination of these three platforms - Macro, IPL and OPG - will lead to the creation
of a significant global rigid packaging container business. We welcome Warren MacDonald and his team in
Macro to the wider One51 Group and we look forward to working closely with them in the years ahead to
develop Macro further so as to fully capitalize on the range of opportunities now available to the combined
business.”
The acquisition is expected to close by mid-June 2017 following regulatory clearance.
Deloitte advised on the acquisition, with legal advice provided by Alston & Bird in New York.
Commenting on the acquisition, Anya Cummins, M&A Partner in Deloitte said:
“It has been our pleasure to assist One51 execute on its strategy of becoming a leading global player in the
rigid plastics market. The acquisition offers significant opportunities for both IPL and Macro to expand outside
their respective core markets, providing both entities with access to new markets and customer opportunities
heretofore not available. In time we believe that this acquisition will be seen as transformative for the overall
group”

About One51
One51 is a leading rigid plastics manufacturer for the packaging, environmental containers and industrial
products sectors operating from multiple production facilities in Ireland, the UK, North America and China.
One51 employs c.1,600 people and is headquartered in Dublin, Ireland.
About IPL
Established in 1939, IPL is a leading North American manufacturer of injected moulded plastic products.
Operating from six manufacturing plants located in Saint Damien (Canada), Edmunston (Canada), Missouri
(USA), Ohio (USA), Georgia (USA) and Minnesota (USA), IPL designs and manufactures products for the food
and bulk packaging, environment and material handling sectors in Canada and the United States. One51 holds
a 67% majority shareholding in IPL together with its partners Caisse de dépôt et Placement du Québec
(“CDPQ”) and Fonds de Solidarité des travailleurs du Québec (FSTQ) who each hold 22% and 11% respectively.
About Macro
Macro was founded in 1989 and operates three manufacturing facilities in the United States – Fairfield,
California; Union Gap, Washington and Shelbyville, Kentucky - together with an established international sales
network. Macro is the largest manufacturer of rigid plastic bulk bins worldwide, and is a market leader in
value-added rigid plastic bulk packaging solutions to the agricultural and automotive sectors.
Macro has a market leading portfolio of specialized products targeting niche sectors of the bulk bin market
across the agricultural, food processing and retail sectors in the US and South American markets. The company
has also developed a portfolio of highly innovative products including a customized international shipping
solution targeting the automotive industry and a range of temporary flooring and roadway products which
offer expansion opportunities outside the core US markets. Macro has c.2,900 individual customers across a
wide range of niche sectors, many of whom have been served by the company for over 10 years – the average
tenure of the top ten customers is over 11 years.
About Deloitte
Deloitte Ireland’s M&A advisory team is led by Anya Cummins. The team has extensive experience in Buy Side
M&A, Sell Side M&A and equity fundraising and has most recently acted as lead advisor on Sovereign Capital’s
acquisition of Arachas and the sale of Medisource to DCC plc in the past three months.
At Deloitte, we make an impact that matters for our clients, our people, our profession, and in the wider
society by delivering the solutions and insights to address their most complex business challenges.
Our objective is to help our clients succeed by anticipating tomorrow’s agenda with focused, insightful and
fresh thinking borne out of our multidisciplinary strengths. We draw upon our specialist skills in audit, tax,
consulting and corporate finance both within Ireland and across the Deloitte worldwide network.
As the largest global professional services and consulting network, with 244,400 professionals working in
more than 150 countries, we bring world-class capabilities and high-quality services to our clients.
In Ireland, Deloitte has over 2,800 professionals providing audit, tax, consulting, and corporate finance
services to public and private clients spanning multiple industries. Our people have the leadership capabilities,
experience, and insight to collaborate with clients so they can move forward with confidence.

